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The Specter of Salem 2010-11

the 1950s drama the crucible underscored the link between contemporary political investigations and the 1692 salem witch trials this book reveals that this 20th century cultural

movement followed a long history of appeals to american memories of the witch trials

Witch Hunting and Witch Trials (RLE Witchcraft) 2013-06-17

originally published in 1929 the author presents a formidable collection of facts brought together in a scholarly manner this is an examination of the general history of witchcraft its

changing laws and legal procedures as well as methods of interrogation and punishment this book must be considered an essential reference work for every student of witch lore

The Salem Witch Trials 2016-12-15

mass hysteria in the late 17th century led to trials of people suspected to be witches in salem massachusetts anyone could be accused of causing mysterious maladies or unfortunate

occurrences such as the death of cattle readers discover important facts and captivating details about this fascinating time in american history the dangers of leveling accusations without

proof and succumbing to panic are discussed in this engaging text which is supplemented with a fact filled timeline full color photographs and primary sources

The Story of the Salem Witch Trials 2023-04-24

providing an accessible and comprehensive overview the story of the salem witch trials explores the events between june 10 and september 22 1692 when nineteen people were hanged

one was pressed to death and over 150 were jailed for practicing witchcraft in salem massachusetts this book explores the history of that event and provides a synthesis of the most

recent scholarship on the subject it places the trials into the context of the great european witch hunt and relates the events of 1692 to witch hunting throughout seventeenth century new

england now in a third edition this book has been updated to include an expanded section on the european origins of witch hunts an updated and expanded epilogue which discusses the

witch hunts real and imagined historical and cultural since 1692 and an extensive bibliography this complex and difficult subject is covered in a uniquely accessible manner that captures
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all the drama that surrounded the salem witch trials from beginning to end the reader is carried along by the author s powerful narration and mastery of the subject while covering the

subject in impressive detail bryan le beau maintains a broad perspective on the events and wherever possible lets the historical characters speak for themselves le beau highlights the

decisions made by individuals responsible for the trials that helped turn what might have been a minor event into a crisis that has held the imagination of students of american history this

third edition of the story of the salem witch trials is essential for students and scholars alike who are interested in women s and gender history colonial american history and early modern

history

European Witch Trials 2021-01-08

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach

and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was

originally published in 1976

The Salem Witch Trials 2018-02-06

what caused the worst witch hunt in u s history what demons sent twenty innocent people to their deaths was it panic payback puritanism run amok in this probing short form book award

winning journalist bruce watson captures all the fear and fear mongering while exploring the latest historical research into this unforgettable american tragedy

Cautio Criminalis, or a Book on Witch Trials 2012-10-05

in 1631 at the epicenter of the worst excesses of the european witch hunts friedrich spee a jesuit priest published the cautio criminalis a book speaking out against the trials that were

sending thousands of innocent people to gruesome deaths spee who had himself ministered to women accused of witchcraft in germany had witnessed firsthand the twisted logic and

brutal torture used by judges and inquisitors combined these harsh prosecutorial measures led inevitably not only to a confession but to denunciations of supposed accomplices

spreading the circle of torture and execution ever wider driven by his priestly charge of enacting christian charity or love spee sought to expose the flawed arguments and methods used
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by the witch hunters his logic is relentless as he reveals the contradictions inherent in their arguments showing there is no way for an innocent person to prove her innocence and he

questions if the condemned witches truly are guilty how could the testimony of these servants and allies of satan be reliable spee s insistence that suspects no matter how heinous the

crimes of which they are accused possess certain inalienable rights is a timeless reminder for the present day the cautio criminalis is one of the most important and moving works in the

history of witch trials and a revealing documentation of one man s unexpected humanity in a brutal age marcus hellyer s accessible translation from the latin makes it available to english

speaking audiences for the first time studies in early modern german history

The Salem Witch Trials 1997-01-01

discusses the witchcraft trials in salem in 1692 the events leading up to them and how the trials have been viewed by different historians since then

The Salem Witch Trials 2004

the salem witch trials is based on over twenty five years of archival research including the author s discovery of previously unknown documents newly found cases and court records from

january 1692 to january 1697 this history unfolds a nearly day by day narrative of the crisis as the citizens of new england experienced it

Connecticut Witch Trials 2014-09-23

the little known story of the first witch hunt in new england nearly half a century before salem connecticut s witch hunt was the first and most ferocious in new england occurring almost

fifty years before the infamous salem witch trials between 1647 and 1697 at least thirty four men and women from across the state were formally charged with witchcraft eleven were

hanged in new haven william meeker was accused of cutting off and burning his pig s ears and tail as he cast a bewitching spell after the hanging of fairfield s goody knapp magistrates

cut down and searched her body for the marks of the devil in this book through newspaper clippings court records letters and diaries former new york times correspondent cynthia wolfe

boynton uncovers the dark history of the connecticut witch trials includes illustrations
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A Trial of Witches 1997

an excellent microhistory sensational the characters are strongly marked and include leading personalities in law religion and medicine a good story well told from extensive and minute

primary research ronald hutton

Salem Witch Trials 2017-11-20

salem witch trials the true story behind the infamous witch trials of 1692the belief in the supernatural and its ability to harm an individual had emerged in europe in the 14th century this

sparked a series of witch trials across the continent by the mid 17th century this trend was gradually dying out across much of europe however accusations of witchcraft and the hysteria

which accompanies such a case would sporadically occur in some places such as the american colonies up until the early 18th century the most prominent example of this was the salem

witch trials these occurred in salem new england between 1692 and 1693 this is the story of the salem witch trials of 1692 and the horrors surrounding this most famous of historical

witch trials

The Story of the Salem Witch Trials 2016-05-23

between june 10 and september 22 1692 nineteen people were hanged for practicing witchcraft in salem massachusetts one person was pressed to death and over 150 others were

jailed where still others died the story of the salem witch trials is a history of that event it provides a much needed synthesis of the most recent scholarship on the subject places the trials

into the context of the great european witch hunt and relates the events of 1692 to witch hunting throughout seventeenth century new england this complex and difficult subject is covered

in a uniquely accessible manner that captures all the drama that surrounded the salem witch trials from beginning to end the reader is carried along by the author s powerful narration

and mastery of the subject while covering the subject in impressive detail bryan le beau maintains a broad perspective on events and wherever possible lets the historical characters

speak for themselves le beau highlights the decisions made by individuals responsible for the trials that helped turn what might have been a minor event into a crisis that has held the

imagination of students of american history
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Witch-Hunt 2005-08

sifting through the facts myths and half truths surrounding the 1692 witch trials in salem massachusetts a historian draws on primary sources to explore the events of that time

Salem Witch Trials 2003

vivid storytelling and authentic dialogue bring american history to life and place readers in the shoes of people who experienced one of the most notorious moments in american history

the salem witch trials in the spring of 1692 girls in salem massachusetts accused several local women of witchcraft the events that followed were marked by mass hysteria and religious

extremism and ultimately led to trials convictions executions and many more accusals suspenseful dramatic events unfold in chronological interwoven stories from the different

perspectives of people who experienced the event while it was happening narratives intertwine to create a breathless what s next kind of read students gain a new perspective on

historical figures as they learn about real people struggling to decide how best to act in a given moment

The Salem Witch Trials 2019

this little tract was initially released in this form in the year 1838 reprinting a manuscript dating to the 17th century it contains the proceedings of a trial for witchcraft as well as a short

appendix with some other related lore dealing with the persecution of the burning times it is provided here more or less verbatim save for a few corrections in the 19th century reprinting

as an important source document from its era

Witchcraft and Witch Trials 2000

salem story engages the story of the salem witch trials by contrasting an analysis of the surviving primary documentation with the way events of 1692 have been mythologised by our

culture resisting the temptation to explain the salem witch trials in the context of an inclusive theoretical framework the book examines a variety of individual motives that converged to

precipitate the witch hunt of the many assumptions about the salem witch trials the most persistent is that they were instigated by a circle of hysterical girls through an analysis of what
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actually happened by perusal of the primary materials with the close reading approach of a literary critic a different picture emerges one where hysteria inappropriately describes the

logical rational strategies of accusation and confession followed by the accusers males and females alike

The Salem Witch Trials 2007

a groundbreaking study of witchcraft in modern day bavaria between 1300 and 1800

A Tryal of Witches 2019-01-11

the salem witch trials of 1692 are a case study in hysteria and group psychology and the cultural effects still linger centuries later this critical study examines original trial transcripts

historical accounts fiction and drama film and television shows and tourist sites in contemporary salem challenging the process of how history is collected and recorded drawing from

literary and historical theory as well as from performance studies the book offers a new definition of history and uses salem as a tool for rethinking the relationships between the truth and

the stories people tell about the past

Salem Story 1993

the salem witch trials marked one of the darkest moments in u s history in 1692 two young children were accused of being bewitched and were arrested more than 150 arrests occurred

over the next two months and a special court was created to try the cases a total of 20 people were found guilty of being witches and all of them were hanged inside this compelling

volume readers are presented with the facts of the salem witch trials through primary sources from the era primary sources include letters paintings drawings articles and more readers

are encouraged to analyze the images and decide if they are primary sources by asking and answering questions about the salem witch trials and the primary sources surrounding them

readers are sure to gain a solid understanding of what is and what is not a primary source
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Witchcraft Persecutions in Bavaria 2003-11-13

historian hill utilizes her extensive research on the salem witch trials to bone chilling effect in this riveting tale of a town spiraling out of control booklist deliverance from evil brings to life

the salem witch trials one of the most uncanny times in our nation s history young girls in trances pointed out neighbors leaders relatives over 150 people were arrested with many

hanged for their supposed sins frances hill author of a delusion of satan brings her deep historical and political understanding together with her honed skills as a novelist to produce a

picture of the trials both realistic and emotional she has written an extraordinary and gripping novel of hysteria power plays and love in colonial america frances hill is a renowned

historian of the period who has turned to fiction with great success to get into the minds and souls of those involved based for the most part on real people it is hard not to feel oneself

caught up in the hysteria and religious fervour of those horrifying events daily mail hill s done a fine job with a subject that s inspired countless accounts adding historical content that

makes this treatment stand out from the rest publishers weekly with her admirable gift for dialogue and her ability to depict a time and place with telling incident hill is a welcome recruit to

the ranks of historical novelists historical novel society

The Making of Salem 2009-10-21

learn about the salem witch trials an important event in american history that influcenced social economic and poltical policies that affected the nation s future

Questions and Answers About the Salem Witch Trials 2018-07-15

between june 10 and september 22 1692 nineteen people were hanged for practicing witchcraft in salem massachusetts one person was pressed to death and over 150 others were

jailed where still others died the story of the salem witch trials is a history of that event it provides a much needed synthesis of the most recent scholarship on the subject places the trials

into the context of the great european witch hunt and relates the events of 1692 to witch hunting throughout seventeenth century new england this complex and difficult subject is covered

in a uniquely accessible manner that captures all the drama that surrounded the salem witch trials from beginning to end the reader is carried along by the author s powerful narration

and mastery of the subject while covering the subject in impressive detail bryan le beau maintains a broad perspective on events and wherever possible lets the historical characters

speak for themselves le beau highlights the decisions made by individuals responsible for the trials that helped turn what might have been a minor event into a crisis that has held the
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imagination of students of american history

Deliverance From Evil 2012-04-03

presents a history of the salem witch trials including the events that led up to the trials and the efforts by colony leaders which finally brought an end to the hysteria

The Salem Witch Trials 2009

something wicked was brewing in the small town of salem massachusetts in 1692 it started when two girls betty parris and abigail williams began having hysterical fits soon after other

local girls claimed they were being pricked with pins with no scientific explanation available the residents of salem came to one conclusion it was witchcraft over the next year and a half

nineteen people were convicted of witchcraft and hanged while more languished in prison as hysteria swept the colony author joan holub gives readers and inside look at this sinister

chapter in history

The Story of the Salem Witch Trials 2017-06-29

follows the beginnings of the witchcraft hysteria that led to the salem witch trials and describes the impact of these trials on the people and community

The Salem Witch Trials 2004-12-15

the salem witch hunt and trials have captured the attention and imagination of young and old for centuries now frances hill guides us through the thickets of history and explains in clear

and factual terms exactly what went on during that horrifying period between 1691 and 1693 when over one hundred men women and children were shackled in the dank prisons of

salem charged with witchcraft ultimately nineteen were hanged at gallows hill one was pressed to death under a pile of stones and many others simply languished in prison for months on

end helplessly losing their families homes and possessions many lost their lives not a few their sanity but what really happened were the accused truly evil in some way and if not how
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could a group of teenagers work such a cruel and convincing outcome drawing on the insights of modern psychology and feminism a delusion of satan answers these questions and

more and forces us to recognize hints of witch hunts in the mccarthyism of the recent past and in current events like alleged child abuse cases

What Were the Salem Witch Trials? 2015-08-11

beyond the witch trials provides an important collection of essays on the nature of witchcraft and magic in european society during the enlightenment the book is innovative not only

because it pushes forward the study of witchcraft into the eighteenth century but because it provides the reader with a challenging variety of different approaches and sources of

information the essays which cover england netherlands spain italy germany scotland finland and sweden examine the experience of and attitudes towards witchcraft from both above

and below while they demonstrate the continued widespread fear of witches amongst the masses they also provide a corrective to the notion that intellectual society lost interest in the

question of witchcraft while witchcraft prosecutions were comparatively rare by the mid eighteenth century the intellectual debate did no disappear it either became more private or

refocused on such issues as possession the contributors come from different academic disciplines and by borrowing from literary theory archaeology and folklore they move beyond the

usual historical perspectives and sources they emphasise the importance of studying such themes as the aftermath of witch trials the continued role of cunning folk in society and the

nature of the witchcraft discourse in different social contexts this book will be essential reading for those interested in the decline of the european witch trials and the continued

importance of witchcraft and magic during the enlightenment more generally it will appeal to those with a lively interest in the cultural history of the late seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries this is the first of a two volume set of books looking at the phenomenon of witchcraft magic and the occult in europe since the seventeenth century

The Salem Witch Trials 2004

originally published in 1929 the author presents a formidable collection of facts brought together in a scholarly manner this is an examination of the general history of witchcraft its

changing laws and legal procedures as well as methods of interrogation and punishment this book must be considered an essential reference work for every student of witch lore
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A Delusion of Satan 1995

this detailed volume tells the dark story of the salem witchcraft trials with a lively narrative and primary source documents such as transcripts and letters that highlight the tales and voices

of both the victims and the perpetrators readers will learn about the harsh living conditions as well as the religious and social views of the day and how they influenced society s reactions

to the unknown and difficult or impossible to explain this text also meets the common core standards for history and social studies such as evaluating various explanations for actions or

events and determining which explanation best accords with textual evidence

Beyond the Witch Trials 2004-11-27

the execution of 20 people accused of witchcraft in salem massachusetts in 1692 continues to haunt americans and perplex historians today the selections in this book offer a variety of

perspectives on the salem witch crisis

Witch Hunting and Witch Trials (RLE Witchcraft) 2013-06-17

this book examines the worldview and perceptions of reality that formed the setting for the witch trials held in the swedish province of bohuslän in 1669 1672 the first part of the book

explores the conduct of the trials and provides among other things an analysis of the defendants and of the various accusations from neighbours and the court the following parts analyse

the perceptions of reality found in the statements made in court by witnesses and the accused the topics addressed include the relationship between dreams and reality belief in shape

shifting the power of words emotions and magically charged matters as well as perceptions of god and the devil the beliefs that surfaced during the trials were part of a general mentality

that characterised people s perception of the world both before and after the trials as the records from the prolonged cross examinations of the accused are unusually detailed the

defendant s statements together with accusations testimonies and the courts questions provides a unique insight into premodern worldviews
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A Primary Source Investigation of the Salem Witch Trials 2015-07-15

discusses the salem witch trials including what led up to them how they were handled and what effect they have on present day america

The Salem Witch Trials 2003

in 1901 a rich collection of extracts from documents relating to witch beliefs and witch trials in the middle ages hexenwahns und der hexenverfolgung in mittelalter was published in bonn

most of the original documents are in latin with some in medieval german and french and it has been left largely untranslated making the material inaccessible and neglected this new

translation of the key documents will enable students and scholars to look afresh at this crucial period in the development of attitudes towards witchcraft through the translated extracts

we can see the beliefs and activities which had been formally condemned by ecclesiastical and secular authorities but which had not yet become subject to widespread eradicating

pogroms start to be allied with heresy and with changing conceptions of demonic activity the extensive introductory essay gives the reader the historical theological intellectual and social

background and contexts of the translated documents the translations themselves will all have introductory notes this volume will contribute significantly to our understanding of the

witchcraft phenomenon in the middle ages

Premodern Beliefs and Witch Trials in a Swedish Province, 1669-1672 2021-07-15

presents some theories regarding factors leading to the seventeenth century witch trials in salem massachusetts and possible explanations for the behavior and confessions of those

accused

The Salem Witch Trials 2013

this is a fascinating and important book moshe sluhovsky california state university long beach
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Witch Beliefs and Witch Trials in the Middle Ages 2011-06-30

the pendle witch trials of 1612 provides the reader with a complete overview of the famous chain of events leading to the execution of women suspected of witchcraft it follows

chronologically the events from the initial interview of suspects the gathering of evidence and finally culminating in the trials at lancaster in 1612 this work provides a full account of the

proceedings in a format which is both accurate and informative appealing to both the general reader and local historian published by scott martin productions please support small

publishers scottmartinproductions com

Salem Witch Trials 2002-03

The Trial of Tempel Anneke 2006-01-01

The Pendle Witch Trials of 1612 2019-02-22
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